SUBCONTRACTOR LABOR AND INVOICE MANAGEMENT (SLIM)

This line item is subject to the Subcontractor Labor and Invoice Management (SLIM) process and Web-based tool. Seller shall input its labor information through the SLIM web-based tool. Seller certifies, represents and warrants that all final labor information submitted by Seller through SLIM is current, accurate and complete at the time of submittal. The SLIM tool creates monthly invoices based on the hours entered and certified by the seller. Seller shall correct or add any inaccurate or missing information via SLIM. Seller shall not submit invoices in any manner for this line item other than via SLIM. Invoices for this line item submitted outside the SLIM process shall be rejected.

Seller shall be solely responsible, and shall indemnify and hold Boeing, its officers, directors, employees, shareholders, agents, contractors, and affiliates completely harmless for any claims, suits, costs, losses, expenses, damages, statutory or common claims, suits or any liability, including attorneys’ fees, whatsoever arising out of or relating to Seller’s use of the SLIM Tool and any entries therein.